
Merger approval takes too long
More must be done to trim down ever-lengthening timescales, Alec Burnside and Michael Weiner write

Timescales for the approval of 
merger and acquisition deals have 
grown and grown in recent years, 

both in Europe and the United States.
That would be a problem in any 

economic climate, creating uncertainty 
for customers, suppliers and key 
employees, but it is even more of an issue 
in these times of fast-moving change.

The length of merger reviews far 
exceeds the formal timetable. The 
main reason in Europe is the length of 
time needed to assemble a notification 
containing all of the information that the 
European Commission requires.

Over several years we have tracked 
the time lapse from announcement to 
clearance, and our latest research shows 
that the timescales continue to lengthen. 
The “pre-notification” exercise has been 
averaging 5.7 months lately and time 
incurred before the start of the formal 
timetable is about 6.4 months  
for in-depth reviews. It takes in total  
12.5 months on average for deals to  
get through. The Eon-Innogy deal took 
18.5 months.

However, there are good reasons 
why timescales have ballooned. 
Merger reviews are evidence-based 

and nowadays involve ever more 
sophisticated economics. Officials also 
delve deeply into internal documents 
in the belief that they will reveal more 
candid opinions than those in formal 
submissions.

Several years ago the EU Court 
of Justice chastised the European 
Commission for playing fast and loose 
with evidence, and for “DIY” economics. 
Merging parties have since reaped the 
whirlwind, with officials demanding and 
weighing more evidence and writing 
decisions.

Twenty years ago a commission 
clearance after a detailed review might 
have run to 50 pages. The recent Bayer-
Monsanto clearance ran to nearly 
950 pages. And even with that level 
of caution, some recent commission 
decisions have been upended in court 
— for example, the prohibition on UPS 
buying TNT, which ultimately allowed 
TNT to be snatched up elsewhere.

At the same time it is important to 
recognise that the commission fast-
tracks 70 per cent of mergers that plainly 
present no competition concerns. Credit 
where it is due.

But the challenge remains to find a 

way of expediting reviews in the more 
difficult cases. The lengthening duration 
of US reviews led to acknowledgment 
from the US Department of Justice and 
the Federal Trade Commission of the 
need to reform procedures. Nonetheless, 
delivery of those good intentions remains 
pending.

The practical result of longer and 
greater scrutiny is that businesses should 
aim to be far advanced with merger 
preparations before announcement, and 
in appropriate cases they should be ready 
to concede a remedy early on.

They should take care in written 
communications, both internal and 
external — a recent claim that a deal 
would allow substantial savings in a 
combined research and development 
budget came back to haunt the 
companies who were found to be 
restricting innovation competition.

Alec Burnside is a partner in Brussels 
and Michael Weiner a partner in New 
York at the US law firm Dechert, which 
has just released its latest antitrust 
merger investigation timing tracker.
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Lawyer of the week Theodore Boutrous Jr

Theodore Boutrous Jr, a partner at 
the Los Angeles office of Gibson 
Dunn & Crutcher LLP, acted for Jim 
Acosta, whose permanent press pass 
to the White House was revoked on 
November 7. In an emergency filing, 
a judge issued a temporary 
restraining order on November 16 to 
restore Acosta’s press pass and 
the White House restored the 
permanent pass on 
November 19.

What were the main 
challenges in this case? The 
stakes were so high. The 
revocation of Mr Acosta’s press 
credentials was unprecedented 
and it was part of 
President Trump’s 
campaign to attack 

and undermine freedom of the press. 
The law and facts were on our side, 
but nothing like this had happened 
before. We knew that if we launched 
the lawsuit we needed to win.

What’s the best decision you’ve 
taken as a lawyer? Joining this firm 

in 1987. It has been a wonderful
platform to handle, with 
outstanding colleagues, a wide
variety of matters with
commercial, political and
social significance: from the

battle for marriage equality to
the fight against out-of-control

class action litigation.

Who has
inspired you in
your career?

Two other lawyers named Theodore: 
my father, Theodore Boutrous, Sr; 
and my partner and mentor at this 
firm, Theodore B Olson, the former 
solicitor-general of the United States.

What’s the funniest thing that has 
happened to you as a lawyer? I 
represented the comedian Jay Leno in 
the Michael Jackson criminal trial. I 
was on crutches with a broken foot. 
Jay walked into the packed courtroom 
ahead of me, and they gave him the 
royal treatment, escorting him 
grandly through the doors; they then 
let the doors slam on me. Jay used the 
video clip in his Tonight Show 
monologue to mock “star treatment” 
in Hollywood.

What’s the best advice you’ve 

received? Think big — don’t let 
conventional wisdom dictate your 
decisions as a lawyer, or in life.

Which three qualities should 
a lawyer have? Creativity, courage 
and honesty.

What law would you enact? A 
federal reporter’s privilege 
protecting confidential journalistic 
sources because the courts are not 
providing adequate protection.

How would you like to be 
remembered? As a lawyer who 
helped protect liberty, freedom of 
the press and democracy.

Linda Tsang
l_tsang_8@yahoo.com
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